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Positivity
• The driving force behind
workplace positive
psychology is this:
– Happier employees are:
• More productive.
• More innovative.
• Create more attractive
workplaces.

~ Forbes 8/12

AGENDA
• Welcome.
• Positivity research.
• Strategies for greater
personal happiness.
• Strategies for positively
influencing the workplace.
• Commitment to positivity.
• Wrap up.
• Q & A.
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85% OF AMERICANS REPORT FEELING HAPPY EVERY DAY.
~ Gallup Poll
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WHAT SPECIFICALLY PUTS YOU IN A GOOD MOOD OR MAKES YOU FEEL
POSITIVE?
In pairs, please discuss this question.
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WHAT’S IN IT FOR EMPLOYERS?
• Employees who are happy vs.
employees who are negative,
neutral or stressed:
– Are 31% more productive.
– Have 37% increased sales.
– Make 19% faster, more accurate
diagnoses (by physicians).
– Are more resilient.
– Are less burned out.
– Are more likely to stay with the
job.
~ Shawn Achor, Harvard University
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WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?
• According to Univ. of CA study,
happy people:
– Are more satisfied with their
jobs.
– Have a great sense of autonomy
of their duties.
– Perform better than their peers.
– Gain more support from coworkers.
– Are less likely to be unemployed.
– More likely to be healthier and
live longer.
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SHAWN ACHOR,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
• Happiness: 90% from
brain processing.
• Success:
– 25% from IQ.
– 75% from optimism,
social support.
– Stress as challenge
v. threat.

• Positivity =
– Increased dopamine =
– Increased happiness =
– Turned on “brain
learning centers”
.

• Success =// happiness.
• Increased positivity =
“positivity advantage” =
improvements:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Brain performance.
Energy.
IQ.
Creativity.
Resiliency, adaptability.
Business outcomes.

~ Ted.com Shawn Achor Happiness

DR. BARBARA FREDERICKSON’S RESEARCH
AT UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Positive emotions (i.e., joy, pleasure) lead
people to:
• Be playful and build resources:
– Muscle and cardio strength (e.g., running
and jumping).
– Leading to longevity.

• Build relationships  happiness attracts
others.
• Be open to new experiences, be better
problem solvers (e.g., more creative,
tolerant, undefended and generous).
Negative Emotions (i.e., fear, anger,
sadness):
• Help us when life and limb are in peril.
www.allonehealth.com
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Evolution & Negative
Emotion:
• Competition.
• Negative emotions are
factors with threat to life.
• Those who fought the
hardest, won, survived.

Positive Emotions:
• Broaden our physical,
mental, social resources:
– Keep friends.
– Open to new ideas,
experiences.
– Better problem solving,
challenges.
– More productive.
– More creative, generous,
tolerant, undefended.

• Groups who thought of
happy things learned
better than those who did
not think of happy things.

Is negativity contagious?
In pairs, discuss situations in which negative was contagious
and what you can do to change that to positivity

PATHWAYS TO POSITIVITY

PATHWAYS TO POSITIVITY

• Think positively:

• Savor:
–
–
–
–

– Reframe it.
– Have attainable goals.

• Socialize:
– Be less virtual.
– If you feel close to
others, you are 4x
more likely to feel good
about yourself.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

~ Wu 1998

• Build on your
strengths.
• Take care of endings:
– Acquire memories v.
material possessions.
www.allonehealth.com

Take a picture.
Take a memento.
Tell the story.
Get absorbed in the
moment.

Age (verb) cheerfully.
Be charitable.
Be flexible.
Be resilient.
Create.
Laugh.
Adapt.
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HARVARD’S MICHAEL
NORTON
• People who buy experiences
are happier than those who
buy possessions.
• Anticipation & recall make
you happy.
• Find silver linings in the
tough stuff.
• Do things for those you
know.
• Fake it ‘til it’s real: smiling
can make you feel happier.

• Research:
– Material resources were 9x
less important than the
availability of friends and
family.
– TV watching can triple desire
for things, reduce
contentment by 5% per hour
of watching.

• Money:
– 22 lottery winners: after a
year, they were no happier
than before winning.

• Strengths:
– Don’t worry about
eliminating weakness; build
your signature strengths.

HAPPINESS

HAPPINESS
• Socialize:
– Study of college students:
the happiest people had the
most social interactions,
most friends and least time
alone.

• No difference in happiness
between those that relied
on family vs. friend for
social connection.
~ Takahaski, et al 1997

• Marriage and sociability:
– Married people rate higher
on happiness than
unmarried or divorced.
– Which came first social then
happy or happy then
social???

HAPPINESS
• Study of women with low life
satisfaction:
– One group met with others with
similar life experience.
– Second group did not meet with
anyone with similar life
experience.
– Group who interacted had 55%
reduction in concerns over time;
other group remained the same.
~ Hunter, Liao, 1995

CREATE YOUR OWN POSITIVITY
• Harvard’s Shawn Achor’s 21 day
formula for greater happiness:
1) Write down three things for which
you are grateful - rewires the brain.
2) Journal about one positive
thing/aspect of your day – focuses
on the positive.
3) Exercise – brain realizes behavior
matters.
4) Meditate – slows desire for “cultural
ADHD” (need to multitask, be busy
all the time).
5) Commit random acts of kindness:
• Send one email a day praising or
thanking someone – focuses you on
the positive and will come back to you
in other positives.
www.allonehealth.com
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BE PRESENT:
• Don’t wait for productivity and
progress to lead to happiness.
• Don’t delay happiness.
• Choose happiness in the
present.
• American workers spend 50%
of their time in the present;
people are happiest when they
are in the present.
~ Harvard’s Daniel Gilbert and Matthew
Kinningsworth

CREATE A POSITIVE PLACE
• Hire for happiness:
– People have a baseline
disposition, so hire for a happier
disposition to improve or maintain
morale.

• Practice gratitude:
– Thank peers and colleagues.

• Model positivity:
– Are you the negative influence?

• Stop criticism for criticism’s
sake.
• Establish mentoring
relationships to foster workplace camaraderie.

www.allonehealth.com
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CREATE A POSITIVE PLACE
• 3 steps to manage the
negativity of others:
1) Listen and validate: “So,
you’re frustrated by the
recent delay on the project.”’
2) Find places where you
agree: “I, too, am frustrated
by the length of the project.”
3) Discover the positive and
re-enforce it: “So, you think
we’re wise to collaborate
with the vendor to ensure a
better outcome.”

HAPPINESS & AGE
• National Institute on Aging
survey of 5000 adults:
– First interview, second 10
years later.
– Happiest people were still
happy 10 years later even
with changes in
circumstances.

• Barry M. Staw, University
of CA, study of high
schoolers:
– First interview, second 30
years.
– Happiest high schoolers
made for the happiest
adults.

BE THE POSITIVE INFLUENCE
• Listen to yourself:
– Are you the negative voice?

• Remember you are in control
of your reality (a.k.a. your
perception).
• Stop criticizing and show your
desire to learn and change:
– Misery does NOT love company.
– Misery is a people repellent.

BE THE POSITIVE INFLUENCE
• Encourage and compliment
others daily.
• Make the most of Monday:
– Set the tone for your week.

• Counter cynicism.
• Block the spread of rumors.
• Smile--it’s infectious. 

MORE PATHWAYS TO POSITIVITY
•
•
•
•
•

Turn off your TV and get busy.
Get out into nature.
Have (enough) $.
Age cheerfully.
Be charitable, volunteer:
– Volunteers twice as happy.
~ Crist-Houran 1996

•
•
•
•
•

Create.
Laugh.
Adapt.
Practice gratitude.
Capture all the positives for the
day.

Commit to positivity!

As individuals write a
commitment to yourself.

In the pursuit of
happiness, what
will you:
• Start doing…

• Do more of…
• Stop doing…

WRAP UP

“We rise by lifting
others.”
~ Robert Ingersoll

• Positivity research
• Contributing factors to positive
moods and life-long longevity.
• Strategies for positive
influence on the workplace.
• Commitment to positivity.
• Q&A

For more information, contact Cally Ritter at:
cally.ritter@allonehealth.com
www.allonehealth.com
800.451.1834
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